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Abstract—Social Media has become indispensable for market
penetration. It is a beneficial communication platform for understanding the customer focus. Effective use of this media for
image creation, customer access, knowledge accumulation and
trend analysis, creates competitive advantages. This research is
designed to analyze social media strategies of global enterprises
and evaluate the value of social media usage. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is used to model the performance decisions.
The model is constructed based on the major evaluation criteria used by the global companies. AHP model expresses cause
and effect relationships between companies and social media effects. Cases will be applied for Coca Cola, Turkish Airlines and
Starbucks. Enterprise awareness and success of different evaluation criteria are benchmarked.
Index Terms—Analytic Hierarchy Process, Social Networks,
Strategic Planning and Management

in the global competition, and propose a theoretical explanation by analyzing social media strategies of the Turkish Airlines, Coca Cola and Starbucks which are global companies.
This study involves main titles; firstly, importance of the social media analyzes for the enterprises’ success across the
globe will be studied. Secondly, Analytic Hierarchy Process
method will be explained in steps, which contains explanations and the description of formulations. Thirdly, to analyze
companies’ awareness on social media, the main goal, criteria and alternatives for the AHP method will be obtained and
explained in detail. Then, the sample using AHP method
from the literature will be examined. Finally, results will be
evaluated and by using AHP method an expressive cause
and effect relationships between companies and social media
effects are established.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Internet has been evolved from a basic tool of communications into an interactive market of products, services to global community and worldwide business transactions. Many enterprises attempt to embrace the digital revolution and using internet is now a necessity for the enterprises. As a result of the increased use of the Internet, using
social media also became competitive advantage for the
growing companies, they attempt to differentiate their products and services from competitors.
The past decade development and change of the usage of
the Internet, it is difficult to differentiate in the global community only with one-way communications from seller to
buyer thus, companies aim to interact more with their customers as well as to allow their customers to interact more
with them (Winer, 2009). Since social media content has become indispensable to millions of users, it becomes wide
source of big data and allows companies to reach more people at a lower costs. Social media is a great opportunity to
communicate with customers for the companies, it provides
to collect a big data of the users through their expectations,
experiences, ideas and reactions for the product. Another
benefit of social media is the quick interaction. The ability to
receive quick reaction, in terms of ensuring a positive brand
image is of great importance. It may take a second customers to respond a message posted on social platforms thus
it helps companies to measure the pulse of the customers'
ideas based on their positive or negative comments.
The objective of this study is to analyze the value of social media and social web data for businesses to differentiate
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW: KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN SOCIAL
MEDIA STRATEGIES
The widespread use of the social media in recent years it
has become an important marketing strategy for the companies to meet directly with the customer in easiest, cheapest
and fastest way. Social media helps reshape business models
through opinions and emotions owing to fact that it opens up
many possibilities to study human interaction and collective
behavior. Many companies today are using social media to
develop targeted campaigns that reach specific segments and
engage their customers.
The past decade development and change of the Internet,
numerous social networking sites have been drawing people
together and creating new forms of communication. There
are various social media forms; people write encyclopedia
articles, online marketplaces recommend products via user
shopping interactions; and community movements benefit
from new forms of collective actions (Tang, Liu, 2010).
According to Feng and Qjan, “Facebook has about one
billion users and there are about 3 million photos uploaded
by users each day” (2013). LinkedIn is another example, the
user can create a professional profile, establish connections
to other users, and exchange messages, follow the current
news. Tanbeer, Leung and Cameron stated that “social entity
is connected to another entity as his or her next-of-kin,
friend, collaborator, co-author, classmate, co- worker, team
member, and/or business partner” (2014).
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other. In comparison, concrete data, judgments, expert opinions or survey results etc. are used as resource by decision
maker in order to determine the degree of importance between elements. The importance scale table is used for comparison (Table 1).
TABLE I.
IMPORTANCE OF SCALE AHP
Definition

Degree of importance

Equally important

1

Moderately important

3

Strongly important

5

Very strongly important

7

Extremely important

9

Intermediate values between two
adjacent judgments

2, 4, 6, 8

Fig 1. Hierarchical Structure of AHP

Mentioned connection might be used as a power to reach
more customer. Thus the social media Websites are the ideal
platforms to facilitate the products recommendation and
market popularity. Social media has become wide source of
big data for the companies. It is significant to analyze the social media entirely for the companies considering their target. Analyzing Social Media includes theories and methodologies from different disciplines such as computer science,
data mining, machine learning, social network analysis, sociology, ethnography, statistics, optimization, and mathematics (Zafarani, Abbasi and Huan, 2014). The correct analysis
of social media data is considered as the very important step
of a successful marketing strategy for the growing companies.
III. METHODOLOGY IMPLEMENTED: ANALYTIC HIERARCHY
PROCESS (AHP)
People make their decisions in two ways; the first is
heuristic approach that develops very fast and is usually not
objective. The second is the logical analysis that requires an
analytical method. Analytic Hierarchy Process is a quantitative decision-making method according to multiple criteria
and alternatives based on mathematics and psychology.
Saaty stated that “a hierarchy is a representation of complex
problem in a multilevel structure whose first level is the goal
followed successively by levels of factors, criteria, sub-criteria, and so on down to bottom level of alternatives” (2006).
AHP lead the way that yield best in order to reach the
goal/solve the decision problem instead of stating correct decision. The decision problem dissociated into hierarchy that
contain criteria and alternatives. The hierarchy shows causeeffect relations in linear chain. After identifying the problem
or stating the goal, hierarchy is created considering main decision point, middle level criteria and the lowest level of the
possible alternatives (Figure 1).
Once hierarchy is built, the decision maker evaluate its elements (criteria and alternatives) by comparing their
impact/effect on an element in the hierarchy between each

The importance or numerical weights (according to degree of importance) are obtained for each criteria and alternative in the hierarchy so that benchmarking is made in a
consistent and rational way. Finally, according degree of importance numerical importance are calculated for each decision alternatives. This evaluation shows ability of alternatives to achieve the goal (attracting customer through social
media).
In this study, computer software “Super Decisions” is
used for calculations so mathematical formulas not stated in
detail. Steps are required to be resolved in a decision-making problem with AHP are summarized as follows:
Step 1. Model the problem as a hierarchy containing the
decision goal, the alternatives for reaching it, and the criteria
for evaluating the alternatives.
Step 2. Establish priorities among the elements of the hierarchy by making a series of judgments based on pairwise
comparisons of the elements. For example, when comparing
potential purchases of commercial real estate, the investors
might say that location is five times important than price and
price is three times important than timing.
Step 3. Synthesize these judgments to yield a set of overall importance for the hierarchy. This would combine the investors’ judgments about location, price and timing for properties A, B, C, and D into overall importance for each property.
Step 4. Check the consistency of the judgments.
Step 5. Come to a final decision based on the results of
this process. (Saaty, 2008)
IV. CREATING THE MODEL
A. Determining the Goal of AHP Model
In this study, “attracting customers through social media”
is chosen as main goal for the hierarchy tree.
B. Determining the Criteria of AHP Model
The criteria will be studied on three of the most common
social media tools which provides companies have the opportunity to reach very large data, are chosen; LinkedIn as
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Fig 2. AHP decision tree

professional social media tool since people share their business information, resume and career histories in, Twitter as
entertainment and news social media tool since people share
their thoughts worldwide and Facebook as associational social media tool since it has become one of the most widely
used tools for advertisement and reaching users (Drury,
2008). Determined criteria are as follows:
Brand Social Media Pages: Through social networking
profiles of a brand it is possible to analyze demographics of
the customers/followers, their interests, location information
in order to devise new strategies.
Social Media Advertising: The most commonly adopted
approach to the social media advertisement is to advertise on
the social networks with the consultation of businesses,
which have proved themselves with their experience on social media.
Editorial Text on Social Media: This kind of a communication will not force the customer to buy goods. It is built on
arousing curiosity, giving information and offering benefits
to the customer.
Social Media Brand Ambassador: Companies find the social network celebrity that suits the brand. It is of course a
must for this person to have enough followers on certain
networks too.
Creating Buzz Through Social Media: According to this
marketing trend, volunteers found by a company convey
their experience with a specific product to the people who
they encounter with at any time.
C. Determining the Alternatives of AHP Model
The alternatives: three global companies are determined
as follows:
Turkish Airlines: Recognized as a global brand Turkish
Airlines (Turk Hava Yolları / THY) took 3rd place as one of
the most active brands in social media. THY actively use social media, broadcasts in Turkish and English languages. In
addition to Company has 8 million over Facebook fans and
has over 1 million followers on Twitter. The profile of the
brand via Facebook Turkish Airlines Euro league, Barcelona

and Manchester United sponsorship or related information,
campaigns and current developments can be followed.
Coca Cola: Coca Cola is actively using the Facebook and
Twitter both products and campaigns. According to Social
Media Principles of the social media strategy of the company is that more than 150,000 associates in more than 200
countries to join conversations take place online about
Coca-Cola, represent the company, and share the optimistic
and positive spirits of the brand (Coca Cola Company,
2013). Coca-Cola among the best in the world with more
than 97 million members on Facebook and it has more than
170 thousand fans from Turkey. A. On Twitter also it has 93
thousand followers.
Starbucks: Starbucks has 640 thousand over Facebook
fans and has over 74 thousand followers on Twitter.
After decision of the main goal, criteria, and alternatives;
Hierarchical Structure of AHP is created. (Figure 2)
V. APPLICATION
A. Applying the Model on a Software
AHP/ANP software that is called Super Decisions is used
in the scope of this study. Clusters and nodes are created according to Figure 2 and illustrated in Figure 3.
According to importance level that are shown in Table 1.
the nodes of criteria cluster; the nodes of criteria cluster and
the nodes of alternative cluster; the nodes of alternative cluster and nodes of criteria cluster are compared two by two
(several importance table are shown in Appendix 1).
Companies are utilized according to usage of such social
media tools:
• Professional social media tools (LinkedIn),
• Entertainment, new social media tool (Twitter),
• Associational social media tool (Facebook)
Some examples;
With respect to Coca-Cola, creating buzz trough social
media is moderately more important than brand social me-
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Fig 3. AHP decision tree

dia; brand social media is strongly more important than editorial text and so on.
B. Results and Discussions
According to our observations and reviews with alternative companies in Turkey, the importance of the each social
media tools is different for each company (approximate values are shown in Table 2).
Software reports are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, accordingly.

As it seems in Table 3, in the scope of social media
(LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter), in order to attract the customer Coca Cola is using social media tool more effective
than Turkish Airlines; Turkish Airlines is using social media
tool more effective than Starbucks.
VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Social media is important trend, the company has become
an important marketing opportunity to meet directly with the
customer. Social media allows businesses to communicate

TABLE II
MAIN STRUCTURE IN SUPER DECISION REPORT
Alternative(s) in it

•

Coca-Cola

•

Starbucks

•

Turkish Airlines

Network type:

Bottom level

Formula:

Not Applicable

Clusters/Nodes

•

•

•

Alternatives:
◦

Coca-Cola: the importance of LinkedIn %30, Facebook %40, Twitter %40

◦

Starbucks: the importance of LinkedIn %25, Facebook %40, Twitter %35

◦

Turkish Airlines: the importance of LinkedIn %25, Facebook %35, Twitter %40

Criteria:
◦

Brand Social Media Pages: social networking profiles

◦

Creating Buzz Through Social Media: volunteers found by a company nconvey their experience with
a cpecific products

◦

Editorial Text: giving information and offering benefits to the customer

◦

Social Media Advertising: advertise on the social networks with the consultation of businesses

◦

Social Media Brend Ambassador: social network celebrity that suits the brand

Goal: ACTSM as Business Success Strategy
◦

Attracting Customer Through Social Media: drawing customer attention via social media
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TABLE III
ALTERNATIVE RANKING IN SUPER DECISIONS REPORT

with the costumers in lower costs and greater efficiency than
traditional media tools (Kaplan and Haenline, 2010).Recently one of the most important issues of the businesses involved in social media is to measure the success of social
media and events. Therefore, to measure the success of social media marketing, and it has become important to determine the measurement criteria to guide the social media
marketing, according to information obtained.
The aim of this study was to analyze social media strategies of the global enterprises and raise enterprises awareness
by understanding the value of using social media tools in order to differentiate in the global competition. For this purpose, some global company examples are named which are
Turkish Airlines, Coca Cola and Starbucks then social media
main criteria are determined and show how the methodology
of analytic hierarchy process is executed through main criteria that enterprises are able to use.
As a result, in the scope of social media (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter), in order to attract the customer, Coca Cola is
using social media tool more effective than Turkish Airlines;
Turkish Airlines is using social media tool more effective
than Starbucks.
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VII. APPENDIX
Some of importance comparison table are as follows.
With respect to Coca-Cola, creating buzz trough social
media is moderately more important than brand social media.

